Space Structure of Smart Land Use in Maanshan Based on Buffer Extention
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Abstract—The research of land suitability evaluation based on GIS using buffer diffusion methods, to optimize the Ma ' Anshan city's intensive land-use spatial structure in order to achieve The highest land use efficiency, meet requirements of the smart use of land. Research results indicate that Ma ' Anshan Industrial land should be radiate from the urban to the surrounding, some Industrial land in the urban area may converted into corresponding commercial land and residential land, industrial in mining area should accumulated development to formed industrial zone , conurbation in southern area of the city should appropriately increased commercial land.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart growth is a concept of urban planning, which gradually became popular in the United States in the late 1990s, and was later cited and studied by scholars from various countries around the world [1-2]. Some scholars in China have translated it as "rational growth" and "smart growth", which reflects the concept and strategy of a compact urban space expansion [3-4].

Of Wisconsin 30 and smart growth policies related to the integrated planning for statistical analysis, from the community scale to include the protection of open space, farmland and environment sensitive areas; urban renewal and redevelopment, including six smart growth strategies were comparative evaluation by Edwards and Haines[5]. Ren Kui and Shen Wei[6-9] smart growth theory to optimize the allocation of land based structure, Cao Wei constructs the index system of urban and rural land use and smart, smart urban and rural land use patterns are discussed[10-11].Wang Junling put the smart growth theory into urban stock land filled with study, in Zhumadian City of Henan Province as an example, using RS and GIS technology, based on the stock of land survey and analysis, the stock of land filling capacity was estimated, and the stock of land filled before and after the land set about using level, urban scale and urban growth boundary growth were compared and analyzed[12].

Integrated view, the land smart use, mostly around the amount of land smart use, intensive use of land and so on, in the space optimization of significantly less, but the space optimization research is particularly important for urban development, this paper intends to in Maanshan City as an example, on the land smart use theory based, through a combination of Maanshan city space structure analysis proposed in Maanshan City Smart land use spatial structure optimization scheme.

II. RESEARCH METHODS AND IDEAS

A. Research Methods

1) Suitability evaluation method

Land suitability evaluation is a specific type of spatial location area problem. The main idea of GIS land suitability evaluation is for specific units of land, the reasonable division for a certain number of evaluation unit, the integration of multiple quantitative data of different impact factor for the evaluation unit of land use suitability of the influence degree. Finally, through the overlay will be different aspects of the economic, social and ecological factors was performed to quantify the effects of comprehensive, finally get the evaluation unit for a suitable quantitative evaluation of specific land use direction.

2) The analytic hierarchy process

AHP method is a qualitative and quantitative analysis method of combining the multi-objective decision analysis method. The main idea of this method is through the complex problem decomposition for a number of levels and a number of factors and how important it is for pairwise index between make comparative judgment, the judgment matrix is established. By calculating the biggest characteristic of judgment matrix values and corresponding eigenvectors, can get the weights of different indexes in evaluating the degree of importance, and for land suitable evaluation provides a quantitative standard[16-18].

3) Buffer diffusion method

Buffer diffusion method is to point to in GIS system operation, for a influential facilities, the facilities as the center, given several different radius of the circle, by the circular forms a ring, each ring is buffer, in the same circle area have the same buffer value, is a kind of influence degree of assignment method. According to the distance will divide the land into different grades, so that it can obtain various attributes of a single layer of data and based on raster data structure, the single layer buffer were overlapped and calculated. Finally, it obtains the land suitability and spatial optimization of comprehensive layer.
B. Research Ideas

Smart spatial structure of land use in the study of land use suitability evaluation based on the current situation, by adjusting the current land use types to achieve ecological urban construction and maximum urban benefit. Firstly, the use of buffer diffusion method in the study area land suitability evaluation, and then on the basis of the evaluation results, the control status of land use, land use study of the spatial coordination, land type conversion costs in respect of the establishment of appropriate value layer. Finally, the Overlay get comprehensive land use sophisticated spatial structure optimization results. Draw Overall research framework paper on the basis of the above analysis, shown in Figure 2.1.

III. Research Process

A. Suitability Evaluation Model

All, according to the research needs and precision of data accuracy study area can be divided into reasonable evaluation unit; Secondly, the construction of a scientific land suitability evaluation index system; Again, is clear about the influence of different factors of quantitative method and comprehensive method; Finally, by ArcGIS software platform is calculated and the evaluation results such as spatial visualization.

B. Division of Evaluation Unit

Evaluation unit is the basic spatial unit land evaluation objects, basic properties and quality of basic unit interior land, large difference between the unit and the unit. Land suitability evaluation is based on the result of the evaluation unit of each attribute of land evaluation, therefore, the division of evaluation unit for the implementation of the land suitability evaluation is particularly important.

At present, based on geographic information system of urban land evaluation unit selection of basically has two kinds: vector polygon method is selected in different factor layer space vector data overlay analysis basis, according to the combination of evaluation factors corresponding to determine the size of the polygon; Grid selection principle. These led the raster data in the study area will be the study area is divided into a certain number of certain rules of same size grid, to evaluate the grid as a unit. The advantages of this method is to reduce subjectivity, conducive to graphic space superposition algorithm and model calculations; Each grid can extract information sources, but also shows that the evaluation results.

C. The Selection of Evaluation Indexes and the Weight

1) Selection of index factor

When making suitability index factor selection should follow the following principles:

- Affect sexual principle, namely the selection of index factor has a big influence on land productivity;
- Spatial variation principle, namely the selection in the evaluation of the characteristics of index factor of area has great spatial variability within the scope;
- Stability and accessibility principle, that is, the selection of the characteristics of index factor of time is relatively stable, index data available.

2) Index system of building

Residential land suitability evaluation index system in general can be divided into land use types, social and economic factors, ecological environment these three types of indicators, including the selection and industrial land distance as the evaluation of the ecological environment factor.

Based on industrial land to the requirement of resource and transportation condition, selection of natural conditions, industrial agglomeration, infrastructure, land use type four categories of indicators.

Demographic factors and business for commercial land, the cluster so selected including population density, traffic and large shopping plaza, and Banks have larger influence on distribution of commercial land evaluation factors.

The characteristics of agricultural land is different from other land lies in its distribution is mainly affected by natural conditions and water conservancy and other infrastructure, so choose natural factors as evaluation factors and infrastructure. The concrete index system build results see table 4.1.

3) The index factor determining weight

Adopt the analytic hierarchy process (ahp) to determine the weight of each factor, each system and using software yaahp weight value is calculated. The main operating process as: In the first place in the hierarchy model of constructing index system hierarchy model under the window, the four categories of disciplines respectively as the decision objective, evaluation factors as an intermediary factor, appraisal factor as alternative option value; Then the construction of judgment matrix, respectively between evaluation factors and the evaluation factors of evaluation factor between the relative important degree, the importance of here based on the research achievements of predecessors for land suitability evaluation and comprehensive income opinions from relevant research experts; The last factor weight shown in the results window directly, factor weight in "show details" TAB.

D. The Layer Formation and Superposition

1) Land suitability evaluation in this article is to choose the different land use types as the target of evaluation, according to the land quality differences and different ways of land use of ecological, social requirements, to meet the established under the condition of hard constraints, analysis the process of land suitability. In the evaluation process, in order to more convenient and follow-up work in the suitability assessment, raster grid unit of analysis as the basic unit of evaluation, spatial diffusion method of buffer is adopted to establish the corresponding to the different index system of a single layer.

2) For single layer grid with different levels of suitability for assignment operation, and then will be involved in the various land use types related grid overlay layer, grid values of superposition after heavy after classification and grading, get
the suitability of various types of land distribution layer and repeated raster superimposed on the suitability of distribution layer operation, eventually get comprehensive savvy land use suitability evaluation results in the study area.

E. Suitability Evaluation Result Analysis

For smart land use suitability evaluation results, based on raster data statistics, statistics of various land use types in the study area, the number of grid units and then through the grid of classification and assign scores operation, superposition of suitability score layer, and then analyzes and summarizes the research in different types of land use suitability spatial distribution, determine the most appropriate smart land use spatial structure.

F. Balanced Score Analysis

According to in the process of land use spatial optimization, various types of land use in ensuring maximum satisfy the suitability of the at the same time, reasonable distribution of different land use types within cities, is also very important to coordinate with each other. Influence is different between different units, engaged in related research in literature and consult experts, on the basis of the index of coordination between different land use types determine the space optimization coordinate matrix as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>Coordinate Matrix Space Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial land</td>
<td>Residential land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial land</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential land</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural land</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First of industrial land, residential land, agricultural land and commercial land use, land space was used to optimize the value in the coordinate matrix to heavy classification, the status quo of the layer to get corresponding results; Then using GIS in the neighborhood of statistical tools for each grid numerical sum of eight adjacent grid, the grid values according to level 3 heavy classification, value from big to small, respectively, assigned to 3, 2, 1 minute, respectively extracted from the status quo of the picture four types of land use, and the four land rasterize processing and numerical summation, get the corresponding results; To finally get together after four corresponding processing picture made into a new layer is the coordination layer.

G. Conversion Cost Score Analysis

In the process of land space optimization, some units of land use type change, resulting in a type conversion costs. With reference to predecessors’ for the land type conversion costs of research and opinions from relevant experts, determine the land type conversion cost matrix as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>Conversion Cost Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial land</td>
<td>Residential land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial land</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential land</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural land</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the present status and suitability of various land use map, use cost transformation matrix of grid computing: first of all, respectively to four types of land use suitability figure mask; Then the mask layer on the basis of land type of weight values of transition cost matrix are classified, according to cost 1-0, assign a value of 0 to 4 using the formula: $1 - \frac{1}{4}$ x x 4 explores the value of cost matrix transformation, again according to the following grading range assignment again, get the corresponding drawing; Finally, the four picture after preprocessing adduct layer for a layer the land type conversion cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III</th>
<th>Grade Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>0-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. Conversion Cost Score Analysis

Will the suitability score scores layer, transition layer, coordination cost score layer grid assignment and stack operations, access to space layer optimization results.

IV. Empirical Study

A. Overview of Study Area

Ma’anshan City is located in the south bank of lower Yangtze in eastern Anhui Province. West of Shiji Lake, and adjacent with Lishui County and Gaochun County, east of the Yangtze River, the north of Wuhu suburbs, Wuhu County, Xuancheng County, bordering the south and adjacent to Nanjing. Its location is convenient as riverside offshore and close to the economically developed Yangtze River Delta with relatively flat terrain. In 2010 the city’s total area of land was 170,274.05 hectares, including agricultural land 81550.74 hectares, construction land (including land for urban construction, rural residential, land and mining land for infrastructure) 37808.46 hectares of other land (with water-based, including a small amount of bare ground facilities and agricultural land) 50914.85 hectares, accounting for 47.89 percent of the total land area respectively, 22.20%, 29.90%.

B. Index System Construction and Weight Calculation

Suitability evaluation based on the above principle selected, were established evaluation system for four categories of land in Ma’an, then yaahp level software analysis was used in weight determined in accordance with the above procedure. Concrete results in the following table:
C. Space Superposition Based on Buffer Computing Method

According to the proposed method of establishing a buffer above, the existing layer of Ma'anshan City data grid cells were divided, based on this evaluation factor to obtain a single layer from the buffer operation. Space superposition operation was carried out according to weights to obtain the results of suitability evaluation of four different types of land use as shown below (the Figure I-IV).

According to the weight of four categories land, the above analysis layer overlaying was handled by the grid computing to obtain raster maps of adequate evaluation of the results.

In the analysis layer, the unit value of 2 is suitable land unit, 0 is not suitable unit, namely the need to optimize land units.

The statistics result of various types of land for the grid was 884 grids suitable for industrial use, 143 grids suitable for commercial space, 431 grids suitable for the residential land, 5287 grid suitable for agricultural use. Ma'anshan land use...
raster layers and suitability evaluation raster layers were corrected, after the registration is completed subtracting both available 0 value non-zero value, the layer was reclassified, Value of 0 is assigned to 2 non-zero value assigned 0, ultimately Ma'an Shan City shrewd use of land suitability score is shown below(Figure V).

Overlaying the grid computing resulting above land use suitability value quantization maps, spatial coordination results per graph, the cost of conversions score achievements FIG three layers, the layers obtained integrated value is determined to be optimized grids, eventually forming shrewd use of land space optimization results is as follows(Figure VIII).

D. Analysis of Spatial Optimization

On the basis of Ma'an Shan City’s status of land use types raster layer on the basis of the above described steps of the research process spatial coherence value and cost value conversion layer to establish the following results(Figure VI-VII).

E. Analysis

1) In the current land use map can be found Ma'an Shan City municipal districts has larger industrial land, industrial land are located in the northwest of the city of Ma'an Shan, and mostly along the Yangtze River, this phenomenon is mainly determined by historical reasons. Its distribution showed the distribution-intensive industries gather a certain scale, in favor of industrial progress, thus boosting the economic development of the city, but located in the industrial city of residential land for environmental pollution is not easy to live inside the city, while industrial city gathered occupy a lot of land, including a suitable commercial gold zone for commercial development had a negative impact.

2) Comparison chart with space optimization status map found later by space optimization, Ma'an Shan City, various types of land distribution is concentrated on the whole, industrial areas along the Yangtze River has been the formation of industrial land reservation, urban interior scattered agglomeration on the basis of the Town negative direction of the radiation, in order to meet future demand for land for industrial development.

3) Internal part of the program of industrial land converted to residential land and commercial land, while its layout as close to the green parks scenic areas, to ensure environmental benefit, to meet the ecological needs of urban construction.

4) In the land surrounding the mining industry cluster development, formatting industrial parks.

5) Combined with Ma'an Shan City development planning, commercial land should be increased in DangTuXian
possessed scale agglomeration benefits, in line with the general rules of urban development.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

At present, many parts of China’s land use form are unreasonable. Human induced land use change, land-use change has reaction to economic development and ecological environment. Land development and heat reduced land use intensity, so that the regional environment has been damaged, restricting sustainable development of regional economy. Based on the concept of urban smart growth, building land use suitability assessment model, providing an image of the type of land space layout optimization mode can provide a reference for a new round of land use planning area. Research process using a suitable method for the evaluation of land use, sophisticated spatial structure optimization provides an important basis for GIS-based spatial overlay buffer space layout optimization for the operation to provide a reliable and intuitive guidance. Case of Maanshan City empirical research, based on smart land use requirements, through layers of different types of land use and related analysis available draped layers Ma’anshan City Land shrewd use unit specific optimization measures need to be optimized. Various types of land within the study area range type distribution should be more concentration, industrial land near the origin of the resources should be used to the combined effect of the development of industrial parks, an appropriate increase in urban commercial and residential land use. In this paper, the process is still shortcomings, such as Analytic Hierarchy Process evaluation factors in determining the weights used in the process to some extent, more subjective, for the judgment lies in the establishment of a matrix summarizing the previous experience and consulting expertise. In addition, the delimitation of the evaluation unit using 500x500 grid size, division of relatively large range, for the evaluation and optimization of the results of certain spatial impact, considering the selection of a more detailed classification method.
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